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Spring Ahead into Nationals!
By the time you receive this newsletter, it will officially—or almost—be Spring. That means dusting off your riding boots, cleaning tack, getting out the shears or shedding blade, and shaking off
the winter riding blues. And this year there’s a special incentive
for getting you and your horse into shape: the IALHA National
Championship Show is coming to Virginia in August!
While many of ERAHC’s members have participated in this
national championship in Texas in previous years, probably
more of you have not. Whether it has been the time and expense of traveling so far, or whether it has been the daunting
thought of competing against the nation’s best, we hope you
will overcome your previous obstacles and jump at this opportunity to get involved while this annual show is virtually in
your backyard.
If you’ve ever attended one of ERAHC’s shows, you already
have an advantage because you’re familiar with this year’s
show venue: the Virginia Horse Center in Lexington, Virginia.
In addition, knowledgeable ERAHC officers, board members,
and members-at-large will be there to provide you with help.
AND, beginning with this issue of Hoof Prints, we will also offer information to help you get ready.
Dates and general scheduling have been set:
• Move-in begins Monday, August 24
• USDF Open Breed Dressage Show on Tuesday, August 25
• Working Equitation, Doma Vaquera, breed-restricted
Dressage, and Dressage Sport Horse In-Hand on Wednesday, August 26
• USEF halter and performance and all-breed “cones” driving Thursday through Saturday, August 27–29
• Barn Party on Friday night, August 28
• Exhibition on Saturday night, August 29
• Purebred specialty halter classes (Spanish, Portuguese,
and Spanish/Portuguese) with judges from Spain and Portugal on Sunday, August 30
ERAHC will post the IALHA prize list on our website as soon
as it’s available, and we’ll send out the word when we do. In
case you’re new to ERAHC, or just missed the winter issue for
some reason, we do know that IALHA will again be offering
its “Super Saver” fee, which is a great bargain if you want to
enter more than five classes. Again, we’ll make sure you get
any more information just as soon as we do. ERAHC president
Jeanne Bond and ERAHC show committee chair Linda Denniston sit in on the IALHA show committee meetings to help keep
us all up-to-date. (Linda is actually a member of the national
show committee.)
As with any show, the key to success is preparation. So the
first two issues of Hoof Prints this year will be dedicated to
helping you get ready for Nationals. (Of course, we’ll include
some other fun stuff too!) In this first issue of 2015, we offer an article by Jeanne Bond to familiarize you with how the
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Working Equitation classes will be run at Nationals, as they
differ somewhat from the way ERAHC does. In addition, I’m
offering an abridged version of an article that ran back in 2011
about halter handling. And Glenn Cochran offers tips on how
to get your horse past those stubborn training obstacles—useful whether or not you ever take your horse to a show!
Another important step in getting ready is to attend clinics! Also in this issue are reports from ERAHC members on
two clinics they were involved in: one from Diana Hunt, who
shook off the winter blues in Mexico, and another from Linda
Steinberg, who launched her new facility in New Jersey with
a March dressage clinic. And we have even more upcoming
clinics posted on the ERAHC website and Facebook page,
with anticipation that there will be lots more. And remember:
If you see it on ERAHC’s website or Facebook page, that means
ERAHC members get a perk, and most likely it is being offered
by an ERAHC member too. So you get the double perk of seeing members there with the horses you know and love.
For the next issue of Hoof Prints, we’d like to hear from you!
Tell us what you’re doing (or have done) this spring and summer
to get ready for Nationals, and send a photo we can post with
your report in the Summer issue. Also, whether you’re interested in helping out or just need help sorting out the whole IALHA
Nationals show experience, you can contact Maria Blackstone,
chair of our “ERAHC at Nationals” committee at 401-965-1851
or mblackstone@renaissancefarmtn.com. And here’s hoping to
see you at Nationals! Let’s show everyone that ERAHC members have some of the best horses in the country too!
Carol Stockton
Editor, Hoof Prints
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Trading Snow Boots for Riding Boots
Text and photos by Diana Hunt

This year I decided not to suffer through another cold, dreary
winter with my riding boots gathering dust! So I told myself:
Get yourself to Mexico and ride PREs! So I took a little trip with
some friends last December that I thought ERAHC members
might like to hear about...

after they have ridden him, they feel satisfied and proud—with
beautiful photos to prove it.”
Salvador takes a maximum of six riding guests for a week,
but what makes this different from most horse holidays is that
visitors are actually houseguests of Salvador and his long-time
partner, Augusta, rather than booked into a hotel.
The four-bedroom/four-bath villa, set high on a hill, has
views in one direction of the Pacific Ocean and in the other of
the manicured polo field and dressage ring, restaurant/viewing
area, and stables. The three guest rooms are on the lower level,
opening directly onto the patio and swimming pool.
Near the sleepy beach village of San Francisco, about an
hour north of Puerto Vallarta along the Pacific Coast, lies La
Patrona Polo & Equestrian Club, an über-luxury equestrian
center hacked out of the Sierra de Vallejo jungle. Each winter,
from mid-December to mid-April, Salvador Fábregas closes
his horse-holiday center in northern Spain (Molino de la Umbria) and sets up shop at La Patrona. Just as he has done in
Spain, Salvador offers week-long horse holidays for dressage
and event riders. Salvador has partnered with the owners of
La Patrona—Ivan Echevarria and Gabrielle Weber—to act as
consultant and instructor for the dressage and jumping aspects
of the club. Evan and Gabrielle, as polo players, have the polo
aspect organized and keep 120 Arabians as mounts for visiting
players.
A former eventer and chef d’équipe for the Spanish Eventing
Team, Salvador has a lifetime of experience teaching, riding,
and buying horses. Through his contacts, he finds PREs from
some of the best Mexican breeders for his winter program. He
and his Dutch assistant, Anke, have schooled about a dozen
horses for the program. In addition to four or five PRE geldings
and stallions are five Friesians, there are a few Thoroughbreds
and some Warmblood crosses. In the course of five days of
instruction, a person might have the chance to ride three or
four horses.
“The reason I like PREs,” Salvador explained, “is because
they are very nice-tempered and good-looking horses who suit
most of the amateur dressage riders from North America. There
are very good breeders in Mexico with the best stallions imported from Spain and the type of horse just fits the country.
After all, Mexico is, in a way, much like another Spain. Also,”
Salvador laughs, “most of my clientele is feminine and for
them it is a challenge to ride a beautiful PRE stallion. And then,
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The equestrian facilities are still in the process of being built.
The main barn is beautifully appointed with water fountains
in the outdoor aisles. Each roomy stall has its own outdoor
shower, and horses can look up and down the shed row at
their neighbors. They are for sure living in “high cotton.”
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The grass dressage arena is used in the afternoon after the
dew has dried. We used a temporary sand arena in the morning while the new dressage and a jumping arena are being
built, both of which will have international footing.
A typical day
Breakfast was set out about 8 o’clock on the upstairs balcony. After breakfast, we all squeezed in the jeepney and roared
down the hills to the barn for lessons. By midday when it was
getting hot, we all bounced back up the hill to our villa, where
we were greeted by cooking aromas of the midday meal. As
cook, Augusta always created original, healthy, and delicious
recipes. After lunch, we took a siesta or walked down to the
village of San Francisco, known by its diminutive of San Pancho. Warning: It’s easy enough walking down, but it’s a tough
climb back uphill.
When it started to cool off about four o’clock, we again
roared back down the hill in the jeepney for the afternoon ride.
We had jumping lessons, rode on the beach, or took a ride in
the jungle. Polo matches were usually scheduled for Saturday
afternoons, but practice matches were played almost daily.
Dinner was ready at eight o’clock, by which time we descended upon the food like vultures. The next day we started
all over again—it never got boring.
Our lessons were true learning experiences – nothing gets
Being Salvador’s houseguest was hilarious. He is a largerpast Salvador’s sharp eye for correctness.
than-life character—a true Zorba figure—and it was easy to
“You test the sensitivity of horses through your legs and his
get swept up in his infectious enthusiasm. He is a passionmouth,” Salvador told us on our first day of our riding vacation.
ate Mediterranean man, living and loving every minute to its
“I want you to ride in long reins in the beginning, keeping a
maximum.
connection with the mouth. Your position in dressage is like Pilates, always controlling your core. First ride a large circle testing the sensitivity of your hand. This is the secret of equitation.”

I was dawdling along at the walk, concentrating more on
telling myself this horse I never met before wasn’t going to run
away with me than on the length of his stride.
“Make that horse walk like a panther with your seat,” he
stated. “This is more difficult for the Spanish horses because
the gaits are more up and down, but you must work at it. Then
trot and canter on a long rein.”
Gulp.
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“You are too tense,” he snorted. Salvador had read my body
position. “You must tighten, then release the reins. Don’t hang
on his mouth. He is not going to run away with you. The inside
rein is the steering wheel while the outside rein is the brake;
use this to reduce the speed and for collection.”

So when I was offered the opportunity to ride a sweet little
PRE mare to feel what the Spanish Walk was like, Salvador just
rolled his eyes. I couldn’t coordinate my opposite hands and
feet to create the movement, and poor Bella was stumbling
around the arena trying to do whatever I was inadvertently
asking her to do.
While none of us came out of the week being a Grand Prix
rider—Salvador, after all, is not a magician—we each dashed
one of our worst demons and accomplished one of our “want
tos” on our wish list.
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“It’s just the ambience of being here and working on my
basic riding to improve, maybe my positive use of aids,” said
Rod Hawk from North Carolina. “I’m confident on my horse,
but my management skills are lousy. This time, though, I have
felt it come together for me.”
If you’re tired of struggling to train during the cold, rainy,
dreary winter to get ready for the summer-show or pleasureriding season, or you just haven’t had the opportunity to ride
well-trained horses, why not kick your skills up a notch in the
balmy weather of Paradise? It’s only a few hours’ flight away.
Don’t want to leave your significant other behind? Nonequestrians can find plenty to do here. There is a public ninehole golf course that locals love. Sitting on the beach or by the
pool doing nothing is also an option.
Salvador’s website (with contact information) is www.molinodelaumbria.com. And free to contact me (the author) in the
U.S. at huntress04@gmail.com if you’d like to ask questions.
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asmohr stables
Owned and Managed by
Sharon Mohr
Proud supporter of

IALHA

ERAHC

2015 FOALS for sale BY CAVALHEIRO BONITO
APSL approved lusitano

apsl lusitano breeder/sales

ASMOHR STABLES

8930 County Highway 2, andes, N.Y. 13731
845-676-3431 smohr2@yahoo.com
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Working Equitation Classes at the IALHA National Show
by Jeanne Bond

The Working Equitation competition at the IALHA National
Championships Show will be held on Wednesday, August 26,
the first day of the Breed show. Classes will be offered in four
divisions with a total of 23 separate classes:
Division

Levels
Offered

Phases Offered
at each Level

IALHA-Registered Horses
(Open, Purebred and HalfAndalusians)

1, 2, 3

Functionality
Ease of Handling
Speed

Non-IALHA-Registered Horses 1, 2, 3
(Opportunity, all breeds)

Functionality
Ease of Handling
Speed

Youth (13 & Under Riders)
(Opportunity, all breeds)

Intro

Functionality
Ease of Handling

Junior (14–17 Riders)
(Opportunity, all breeds)

1

Functionality
Ease of Handling
Speed

A horse may only be entered in one division and one level.
The same rider must ride the horse in all phases. Young riders
may enter the class for their age group or they may compete in
the open division. Due to time constraints, the total number of
competitors will be limited to 35.
IALHA uses a different set of WE rules than ERAHC does.
While the basic rules are fundamentally the same, there are
some differences that you need to be aware of.
Order of Go within classes. There will be a draw for Functionality (dressage) to determine order of go in each division; the
same order will be used for Ease of Handling. Speed phase
order of go will be the reverse order of placement for competition to that point.
Use of hands. Intro
and L1 riders may
use two hands. L2
riders may use one
or two hands, but
they will receive
only 70% credit on
their scores for the
Functionality phase
if using two hands.
In EOH, the judge
may award higher
scores to riders who
ride well with one
hand. L3 riders must
use one hand only.
Functionality Phase (Dressage)
• Dressage tests are completely different from those used by
ERAHC. Go to the Show/Events page of ERAHC’s website
and click on the USEF Working Equitation Dressage Test
link.
• Reader allowed only for Intro and Level 1 dressage tests.
• 1st error –3; 2nd error –6; 3rd error results in elimination.
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Obstacle Phases (Ease of Handling and Speed)
• The same obstacles will be used as by ERAHC, but there
are some additional ones that may be used (hit a shield,
move ball in corridor, dismount/remount). For descriptions
and score sheets, go to the Show/Events page of ERAHC’s
website and click on the USEF Working Equitation Obstacles link.
• A score of 0 is assessed for not ringing the bell or moving
the cup.
• If some part of an obstacle is dropped (e.g., lance, cup,
pitcher), all riders except Youth/Intro level must dismount,
retrieve, and remount, or be disqualified. A member of the
ring crew will retrieve the item for Youth/Intro riders. This
rule does not apply to dropping the ring or the ball.
• When retrieving or depositing the lance in the barrel, the
rider must keep the barrel on the right side upon approach.
A rider who holds the reins in his/her right hand must reach
across with the left hand to retrieve/deposit the lance.
• Water pitcher requirements vary according to level:
• Intro and L1 riders raise the pitcher above the rider’s
head and replace the pitcher on table.
• L2 riders raise the pitcher above the rider’s head, pour
out some water onto the ground, and replace the
pitcher on the table.
• L3 riders raise the pitcher over the rider’s head, pour
water into a cup, replace the pitcher on the table, raise
the cup over the rider’s head, and then replace the cup
on the table.
Time Penalties. Each obstacle in the Speed phase has a different time penalty associated with it.
IALHA’s rules for WE have been incorporated in the USEF rulebook, but to make things easier, we have put the full set of
IALHA’s WE rules on the ERAHC website (erahc.org) on the
Shows/Events page, along with other news about the National
show. It is important that you take the time to read and understand the rules. If you have any specific questions, you can
contact Bruce W. Menke at bruce@weiausa.com.
The IALHA National Championships Show prize list will be located on the ERAHC website Shows/Events page. Refer to it for
additional details as well as the class list to see the order of go.
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Tejo II VA
Lusitano
Stallion

Imported / Revised
APSL #5343
IALHA #7988P

Tejo is the perfect blend
of power & gracefulness,
with a beautiful slow
cadence to his gaits. His
easy-going personality
makes him a delight to ride
and handle. Tejo is a proven
sire, consistently passing his
lovely temperament, uphill
balance, style and substance
to his offspring.

$2,500 to registered Lusitanos
Sharon Madere
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804-677-7046

$1,250 to all others

EquiLightenment@gmail.com
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Glenn’s Corner:
Horse Psychology
by Glenn Cochran

Just when you thought it was
safe to open your newsletter,
here it is again, more equine
educational psychology, otherwise known as barnyard
philosophy.
We have frequently been
discussing equitation principles, with emphasis on
obtaining a certain specific
response from our noble steeds, but this time I wanted to dig
a little deeper into the roots of what motivates the learning
response in the mind of a horse.
Our dear four-footed friends appear to live in a much simpler world than we do. Not concerned with the Dow or the
Middle East or the price of fuel, they are more moved by hunger, fear, work avoidance, and in the case of stallions...that
other “thing.”
So how do we use this knowledge to get Dobbin to do our
bidding? We know that our relatively diminutive weight (even
if we do think we should weigh less) is not enough to force a
thousand-pound animal to do anything, yet we are frequently
trapped into trying to pull a horse into a trailer or make him
cross inch-deep water. Soon we learn that force is not the answer. So what, in fact, IS the answer? Psychology is the answer!
So how do we use this weapon of mass instruction?
I was listening to the radio a few nights ago as a football coach
was explaining the motivating of his players, comparing it with
disciplining soldiers. His statement was that in military basic
training the underlying premise is simple: “Do what I say or die!”
I mused, how frequently this thought comes to mind, only
to be immediately dismissed! Rather we have learned to use
those basic principles of positive and negative reinforcement,
otherwise known as reward and punishment. Reward can be
horse cookies, as in the case in circus training or bridge and
target (aka “clicker”) training, or it can be something more subtle. Remember: One of the horsey motivators was work avoidance behavior (sometimes referred to as laziness, ‘tho I prefer
to call it common sense). So when the old horse whisperer
says “fix it up and let him find it” or “make the right thing easy
and the wrong thing difficult,” we have to fit this concept into
our specific situation. Let’s say we’re about to load Seabiscuit
into a trailer. He “no wanna go!” Using the aforementioned
principles, we begin to work him on a longe rope, either in
a circle or back and forth. When he is away from the trailer,
we make him work harder, faster, with more urging to turn
around, which burns energy. Then, whenever he is near the
trailer, we get very still and quiet. We quit asking or urging and
back away, letting him rest there near the trailer. After numerous repetitions, he will seek the comfort of the trailer in preference to working his tookus off away from the feared, dark,
claustrophobic box.
We can read in his body language the signs of submission,
as he stands with head in trailer, licking, chewing, and swallowing, with tail quiet and softly relaxed eyes, ears, and nostrils. Only then can we proceed with the next phase of asking
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for one step closer, or a front foot up in the trailer.
Another frustrating situation, this time with you mounted, is
when you and “El Cid the Fearless” approach a water crossing (or the dreaded blue plastic tarp). Knowing as we do that
positive reinforcement is eight times less potent than negative
reinforcement, we have to reduce this problem to a somewhat
more Zen formula. Cid, while approaching the water, raises his

head, snorts, and hits a brace with his four-wheel-drive, discbraking system. Our first job is to work on ourselves. Instead
of the normal first response to his refusal—i.e. anger, irritation,
impatience, even embarrassment—we must talk ourselves into
visualizing Cid walking out the other side calmly and steadily.
Secondly, we just sit and do nothing. We can even rub Cid’s
neck for reassurance. (Again, with the assessment of the horsey
mood, already!) When he seems relaxed a little, and maybe
even chews softly on the bit, we can ask for one step, but only
one step. This can be done with a cluck of the tongue, a tap
with the leg, or the stick on his side. If he takes the step, we
ask no more; we merely stop and wait for the noise in his head
to quiet down again. This is repeated, seemingly endlessly. We
keep facing the water. The positive reinforcement is the resting, not the asking. The negative is the cluck, leg, stick. If he
attempts to turn away, we work on circles, backing, etc., then
turn his body back to the water to rest, facing the crossing.
That way the reward associates with the obstacle (water), not
with the avoidance (turning away). If Cid reaches down with
his nose to touch the water, we certainly let him. This allows
him to reassure himself that it is, in fact, only water. When he
does this, it is actually a sign of releasing resistance. Eventually, just like with the trailer, a step at a time will get him
across. As Chuck Grant used to say, “Don’t wear a wristwatch
when training horses!” Also important and meaningful is the
old saw, “Prior preparation prevents poor performance!” Indeed it is best not to wait for the day of the trail ride or the trip
to the veterinarian to begin teaching loading in a trailer! Nor
should we wait until the working equitation test to try crossing
water, a tarp, or other scary obstacles.
Well, you’ve done it again. You’ve wasted fifteen perfectly
good minutes reading this, when you could have been out
with your horse frolicking in the snow or stomping in the mud!
‘Til next time!
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Showing the Andalusian Horse In Hand
by CM Stockton

To most people, watching halter classes is worse than watching dressage: It’s like watching oil paint dry! But it’s also the
best way to observe and show both conformation and movement. However, it’s a challenge for those who show horses
to keep up with the ways in which horses should be handled
at ERAHC and IALHA shows, so with the IALHA National
Championship Show coming to Virginia this year, I thought it
would be a good time to offer a refresher on Andalusian versus
Spanish halter handling. (My apologies again to you Lusitano
folks out there. My efforts to learn more about the traditional
handling of Portuguese horses has yielded some but not much
more information since the last time I wrote on this topic, but
the basic points are much the same.)
So to start, let’s take a look at the principles that affect how
your horse moves, regardless of what style you need to use for
a particular class.

where you can keep an eye on what your horse is doing with
his head, but without you interfering with his forward movement. Make sure you walk in front (or near the front) of his
shoulder to prevent him crossing your line of travel. (It’s a fine
line between positioning yourself for control and being in position to signal for a halt. This may need a lot of practice.) In
addition, look straight ahead; looking at your horse invites him
in. If he does cut in front of you, let him walk or trot in a circle
around you once and continue your
previous direction of walk.
Second—and this is an easy
one—let go of your horse’s face!
With an Andalusian horse, you have
the special advantage of being able
to use a very long lead—12 feet in
the case of IALHA/USEF classes. In
fact, USEF rule AL105.4 actually
says: “The lead line must maintain
a clearly discernible drape, i.e., the
exhibitor must not place their hand
on the chain or close enough to in
any way restrict natural head and
neck motion.” So why are you holding the lead 12 inches from your
horse’s chin? Give your horse free movement of his head, and
he will be able to move much, much better, AND the judge
will be able to see your horse more clearly. So, let go! Where

Movement. I have seen some exceptional examples of the handling of Andalusian horses in the show ring. I have also seen a
lot of not-so-exceptional handling. What’s the difference? All
the little rules of handling aside, it comes down to one thing:
You can either help or hinder how your horse moves. Way too
many people do the latter. Here are two common things that a
handler does to hinder a horse’s movement:
First, the handler walks or runs ahead of the horse, so the
horse most likely will go no faster than the handler and may
even end up looking as if he were being dragged. This is because, to many horses, a person in front of them is a signal
to slow down or stop.
The fix? Position yourself
briefly behind your horse’s
shoulder in “driving position.” This signals your horse
to GO—you’re the cat about
to jump on your horse’s back.
It encourages your horse to
move bigger and more forward. It’s also a position
where you may find yourself is your horse going to go, anyway? He’s in an enclosed show
ring. With more freedom to move, he’ll show his very best
movement in front of the judge.
An insecure horse may tend to
walk too closely to his handler,
and even the most well trained
horse can at times feel insecure.
Should your horse want to do
unable to keep up with
this during your presentation, the
your horse, since most
best course is to just make sure
horses can trot—or even
you keep a slack lead line so that
walk, if you’re lucky—
your horse can still walk forward
much faster than you can
freely. Don’t fuss with him! It will
run. So don’t stay there.
ruin his walk and most likely make
The best position to
him even more insecure. And look
stay is in the region bestraight ahead, not at your horse.
tween the horse’s throatUSEF Presentation
latch
and
shoulder,
The Dreaded Turn. After walking
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Offering services to enhance your equine’s performance,
promote harmony, balance, and well-being.

* Equine Sports Massage
* Acupressure
* Craniosacral Therapy
* Reiki
* Masterson Method

Nichole M. Charlton
ESMT, Owner
2056 Birch Drive
Culpeper, VA 22701

Phone: 540-522-5480
E-mail: lusitano4me@gmail.com
www.NCIntegratedEquineServices.com
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or trotting away from the judge, you must turn your horse before you can walk or trot back. USEF rule AL105.4 states that
you must turn your horse “without stopping.” The same rule
also states that you may turn your horse in either direction. Not
a big deal at the walk. At a trot, however, the direction you turn
can affect your horse’s movement.
In order to turn your horse away from you at a trot, as you
would for sport horse in-hand classes, you must slow your
horse to a walk, make the turn, and then bring your horse back
to a trot. Any momentum you built up at the trot is lost, and
you must quickly get your horse into a lively trot as you return
towards the judge. What’s more, it’s very difficult to do this
kind of turn if you are
working 12 feet away
or so (as you should be)
from your horse.
On the other hand, if
you turn your horse towards and around you,
it‘s possible to maintain
both the trot and the distance. In essence, you
are longeing your horse
in a half-circle. In fact,
USEF rule AL105.4 permits you to make “one
intentional circle at either end” of your run.
(Does that mean you
can do more as long as
it looks accidental? The
rulebook says “Exhibitors are allowed to reposition the horse
if it moves ahead of the exhibitor without fear of penalization
or disqualification. However, it is within the judge’s discretion to penalize an exhibitor who must do this repeatedly to
maintain control of the horse.”) This allows you to actually turn
your horse around you one-and-a-half times. It can actually
improve the trot since your horse, in coming off a fairly small
circle, may strike off enthusiastically into a straight line, which
is easier and more comfortable for him than the circle.
Although you may have practiced and perfected the half-circle turn, and you feel that this continuous motion best presents
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your horse’s trot, and despite the USEF rule, some judges prefer a particular way of presentation. Always follow the judge’s
instructions. That means you need to practice turning your
horse to the right—away from you—too.
One common way used to turn a horse away from you is to
shorten your grip on the lead and push the lead under your
horse’s chin to the right to turn his head away, with the hope
that the rest of the horse will follow. Another version involves
the handler going in a big
circle as the horse more-orless pivots in place, which
eliminates the need to
shorten the lead but results
in a lot of effort on the part
of the handler.
The best way to execute
this kind of turn is to teach
your horse to get out of
your way! If you do this,
then when you are ready to
make the turn, all you have
to do is turn to the right and
walk directly towards your
horse’s head, whereupon
he will pivot away from
you and make a turn on the
haunches. In order to do this, you may have to shorten the
lead until you reach the distance at which your horse will turn,
but you should never have to completely take up the slack.
Since this bit of presentation skill is not unique to Andalusians,
I won’t go into it more here, but I do recommend you participate in a sport-horse handling clinic to learn methods of training for such a turn. (Bonus: You can put your horse in a sport
horse in-hand class too!)
Direction of Movement. USEF rules state that, when it’s your
turn, you walk your horse parallel to the long side of the arena
at least 30 feet towards the judge (step 3-4 on the diagram
at the end of this article), then turn and walk away the same
distance (step 4b on the diagram), then turn and trot past the
judge for at least 60 feet (steps 5-6 and 7), and finally turn and
trot back to the judge (step 8), all parallel to the long side of
the arena. This pattern may vary, depending on the size and
configuration of the arena and/or a judge’s preference.
As you walk your horse both away from and towards the
judge, he or she wants to see your horse from directly behind
and directly in front in order to judge straightness. In going
away from the judge, there isn’t much you can do to facilitate
this except to move your horse in as straight a line as possible.
Coming towards the judge, however, you can assist this by
pointing your horse straight at the judge the whole time, as if
your horse were going to actually run over the judge. If you
need to pass, the judge will step aside. If you are approaching
to stop, keep your horse pointed at the judge as if they were
going to meet nose-to-nose and bring your horse to a stop
straight in front of the judge. If the judge thinks you’re coming
too close, he or she will put up a hand or start to step aside, at
which point you know it is definitely time to stop.
The mistake that almost every inexperienced handler makes
is to point himself or herself at the judge, forcing the judge to
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Tonico Do Top
1999 Lusitano Stallion

(Emetico x Jandaya Do Top)

2013 CBLM Grand Prix Champion

2013 CBLM Grand Prix
Musical Freestyle Champion
2013 GAIG Reserve Champion
Grand Prix
2013 Reserve Champion
Grand Prix CDI

15.3 Chestnut PSL
Purebred 2014 Fee $ 2500

Jalifa (GS)
1991 Lusitano Stallion

Ridden by his Trainer
Felicitas von Neumann-Cosel

Both Stallions
Standing at Stud in MD.
Videos Available L F G

(Zimbro II x Conchita)

ERAHC Lusitano Specialty
Class Champion for 8 years.
Flashing great movement at
halter, costume, and dressage.
Accomplished in the show ring
and proud of it!

15.2 Gray PSL
2014 Fee : $1500

www.cedarrowe.com
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If your horse is feeling insecure, he may step towards
you, though, so judge the
distance carefully to prevent
this from happening. On the
other hand, if you stand too
close, your horse may move
his head in an attempt to
“play” with you. You need to
keep your horse from fidgeting too.
One “trick” I heard from
Sr. Juan Llamas, especially
when the judge is looking at
the horse’s neck and back, is
step to one side in order to see your horse straight on. This can to put our your hand towards your horse’s nose at about the
height of his shoulder. Unlead to some pretty funny diagonal presentations as the judge
less your horse is seriously
steps over to see the horse and then the handler changes didistracted, he will reach
rection to keep aiming himself/herself at the judge rather than
forward with his nose,
the horse, over and over again. Or worse, the judge will just
and in the process, he will
not get to see your horse straight on, in which case you won’t
arch his neck and raise
receive the best marks possible. Remember that it’s your horse
his back. Just be careful
being judged, not you.
that this doesn’t encourStanding Presentation. USEF rule AL105.4 also states: “The
age him to step forward.
horse should stand with front legs square. Back legs should
It presents a pretty picture.
be positioned either square or just inside a square. (The photo
The Handler’s Turnout.
below is pretty much perfect, by the way.) Back legs are perAlthough the handler is
mitted to be slightly split with one slightly behind the other as
not being judged in most
long as all four remain inside the square. The horse should not
halter classes, it is still imbe stretched.” (My underline.) I emphasize this because many
portant that you comply
Americans have been involved with showing Arabian or gaited
with the USEF rules for athorses. If your horse is stretched, it’s difficult or impossible for
tire and conduct. Actually,
the judge to assess the desired square outline of an Andalusian
the
rules
for
this
are
pretty
simple—just
a few lines—so here is
horse. For those of you who have been to Arabian or gaited
AL104.6
in
its
entirety:
horse shows, then you know what “stretched” means, but for
“Handlers shall wear either jumpsuits or dress slacks and
those not conscious of the difference, here is how the USEF
long
sleeve shirts. No denim allowed. Tie, kerchief, bolo tie,
rule defines it: “A horse is considered not stretched if all four
brooch,
or pin, and appropriate leather shoes, dress shoes, or
feet are flat on the ground and at least one front and one rear
boots
are
required. Sweaters, vests, coats, or traditional Spancannon bone are perpendicular to the ground.” (Again, my
ish
(Traje
Corte)
or Portuguese (Campino) attire are optional.
emphasis.) If the judge feels your horse is standing stretched,
Tuxedos
are
appropriate
for evening classes only.”
he or she may ask you to reposition your horse, per USEF rules.
So,
put
away
your
jeans
and sneakers. And “shirt” does not
The most important concept in standing presentation is to stay
include
t-shirts.
Save
your
polo shirt for the sport horse inout of the line of view between the judge and your horse. Perhand
class.
I
like
to
see
a
jacket or vest. It looks tidier and
haps the easiest thing to do is stand well away from your horse.
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Positive Principles of Modern Behavioral Science
Timeless Teachings of Historic Classical Horsemanship

Helping Horses Overcome
Behavior Issues & Phobias
With the Proven Power of
Positive Reinforcement Training





Relaxed ear and head handling
Standing quietly for clipping, mounting, etc.
Calm cooperation with your vet and farrier
Easy trailer loading & unloading






Aggression towards people or horses
De-spooking and reduced reactivity
Kicking, striking, bucking, bolting
Fear, anxiety, phobias, grumpiness

It’s Not Magic – It’s Behavioral Science!
With most traditional training, horses do what we want in order to avoid something they don’t like... but so much
more can be achieved through the scientifically proven methods of positive reinforcement. Combining behavioral
shaping, de-sensitization and counter-conditioning, your horse can happily learn to do just about anything – and learn
to stop doing those things you don’t want. No force, no pain, no fear… just amazingly quick and enjoyable results
that will increase trust and improve the relationship with your horse. As a serious student of historic Classical riding,
my techniques will not compromise the vital principles that lead to balance, responsiveness and higher collection.
 This mare wanted nothing to do with a wet sponge

near her ears... she’d jerk her head high and then rear.
Now she happily lowers her head whenever a wet sponge
approaches. (No need for restraint – note the unfastened
cross-tie and halter looped around her neck.)
A gelding with severe and long-term aggression issues. 
In addition to biting numerous people, he would also strike,
kick and bolt when lunging. He now clearly enjoys human
interaction, and is a pleasure to work with on the lunge.

Training Services, Lessons & Workshops
I will work directly with your horse to overcome issues, as well as teach you
the underlying scientific principles, technical skills and application of the
techniques. Individual training, private lessons or group clinics, your farm
or mine. Over 20 years of applied animal behavior study and services with
multiple species; references available.

Sharon Madere 804-677-7046 EquiLightenment@gmail.com
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helps hide if your shirt comes untucked or gets ruched up after
you run with your horse. If the weather is hot, you can put on
your jacket or vest just before you enter the ring. Turn it inside
out while carrying it to keep the horse slobber off the outside.
Wearing a jacket or vest also makes it easy to have your number handy at all times, as you can pin it to the back from the
inside. But it doesn’t really have to be fancy, just tidy. A simple
long-sleeved shirt with a tie is really all you need, with neat
pants and dress shoes.
Black is a nice, neutral color, but the rules do not require
black
pants
or shoes, and
it has the disadvantage
of
showing dust.
I suggest taking a clue from
the traditional
Spanish vaquero colors and
wearing grey or
beige, at least
for shoes and

pants. Another suggestion is to
stay away from bright colors. You
want the judge to look at your
horse, not you. If your stable colors are bright, display them in
neckwear or some other relatively unobtrusive accessory. And ladies, if you have long hair, pull
it back in a chignon or French
braid; loose or ponytailed hair
flops around when you run with
your horse and makes a sloppy
impression. (And guys: The same
goes for loose, floppy ties! Tuck it into a waistband or vest.)
The Horse’s Turnout and Other Rules. The turnout of the Andalusian horse is such an extensive topic that I’m not going to
go over it here, except to say that you should be sure to read
rules AL101 through AL104 carefully, among others. There
have been some recent changes to these, so if you haven’t read
them in the past year or so, then you should do so again.
There are other IALHA-eligible halter classes covered by the
AL chapter of the USEF rules, including Championship classes
(AL106), Get of Sire and Produce of Dam (AL107), Gold Medal Movement Award (AL108), Cobra of Mares (AL109), Best
Movement (Subchapter AL¬4), and Dressage Sport Horse InHand (Subchapter AL-42; see also Subchapter DR-2). All of
these have special requirements in addition to or instead of
those described above for the basic halter divisions.
Spanish Presentation: What’s different?
The pattern for Spanish morphology classes as described for
ANCCE shows is provided in a diagram at the end of this article; the 2014 IALHA prize list states that the required pattern
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will be posted in the show office prior to specialty classes, but
if you practice the ANCCE pattern, you should be prepared for
whatever comes. At first glance, the patterns seem similar, but
there are some significant differences. Perhaps the most obvious distinction is that the ANCCE pattern requires all three
gaits to be performed (excluding cobras and horses three and
under). Spanish presentation also usually involves a lot more
time walking horses, and the distances you have to trot your
horse are likely to be longer. In addition, leads in excess of
12 feet are permitted; the requirement to canter horses should
make it clear why. If you can handle a longe line, you’re good!
Okay, now comes the hard part: the canter. The pattern requires you to transition directly from a walk to a canter. Not
easy with any horse, especialy a four-year-old, although they
can most certainly do so when spooked.
Although a few steps of trot to transition from walk to canter
are acceptable, the walk/canter transition provides a wonderful opportunity to display your horse’s impulsion. Make sure
you “jump start” your horse to maintain his canter, since he
wasn’t even thinking about “trot” yet. So how do you accomplish this transition? Practice. You can’t expect to just take your
horse in the ring and accomplish a good presentation without
preparation. You need to decide on a cue, whether your voice,
body, or whatever, but keep in mind that “less is more.” Horses
that are not required to canter can just make a simple halfcircle turn at the trot.
After your horse has completed the four canter circles, you
need to get him straightened out into a trot for the length of the

arena. After a few circles at canter, most horses are more than
willing to transition down, so you shouldn’t have much trouble
with this part if you just practice it a few times. The Spanish
handlers are very, very good at this, so Spanish judges will
expect it in halter classes—just one more good reason (other
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than showing off your horse nicely) to plan well ahead to have
your horse ready.
As you work with your horse at the trot, keep in mind that
you have a lot more lead line you can use. After the canter,
gather up only as much of the lead as you have to. It really
is just like longeing your horse in a straight line. In the best
presentations, the handler is pretty much “out of the picture,”
figuratively and literally.
Portuguese Presentation: What do we know?
According to the 2014 IALHA prize list, Lusitanos are shown
in hand at walk, trot, and stationary, and “the pattern of presentation will be at the discretion of the judge.” As with USEF
Practice Makes Perfect.
and Spanish Specialty classes, stallions four and older must
Don’t expect to take your horse
also be shown under saddle, but there is an important differin the show ring and have all
ence in how this is done for Lusitanos that affects their in-hand
this happen automatically. Both
presentation: Stallions 4 and over are shown under saddle first,
of you need to practice. Your
then taken out of the arena, stripped, and presented in hand in
horse may walk alongside you
either halter or bridle. The handler may be different than the
every day on a loose lead (or
rider.
not!), but does he do so with
A final note: As of 2014, S/P specialty classes did not include
sufficient space between the
a stallion functionality portion. But check the 2015 IALHA
two of you for show presentaprize list on ERAHC’s website carefully when it comes out.
tion? You can develop this by
(And we’ll let you know when it does.)
routinely increasing the distance at which you ask your horse
to walk every single time you bring him in from the paddock or
wherever else you may take him on a lead line. Keep in mind
USEF/IALHA Halter Pattern
where you are positioned relative to his head.
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Training for the trot run-up is easy if you longe your horse.
If you don’t, now is a good time to start. Longeing means that
you already have the turns “made.” In fact, it should give you
a good sense of distance, since a 12-foot lead (the prescribed
length for a halter class) is just a bit less than the radius of a
20-meter circle, the typical size for longeing. For the perfect
presentation, just turn your longe circle into a straight line.
Start longeing at one end of your arena, and once you have
a circle well established with a forward trot, as your horse
is coming out of the corner facing the long side, get yourself
ready to run. Then, just as your horse’s shoulder comes parallel to yours, start running the length of the ring with your
horse along the rail, keeping yourself the same distance away
as when you were longeing on the circle. Don’t look at your
horse! Look straight ahead and keep running.

The first few times you do this, your horse will probably angle in towards you. (Make sure he can’t step on the longe line.)
If you get ahead of your horse, he may stop. The more you
can stay positioned between his throatlatch and shoulder, the
better success you will have. If your horse persists in angling
towards you, try holding your whip so the tip points at his
shoulder; it’s a clue to your horse to keep his distance. Then,
when you reach the other end of the arena, go back to longeing on a circle. Don’t try the straight-line run again until your
horse is comfortably back in familiar territory and trotting well
on a circle. As you and your horse get better at this, you can
reduce the number of circles you need to make before you run
out into a straight line until you need only one or even onehalf circle—a perfect turn for presentation!
So, keep practicing with your horse(s), and I hope to see you
at Nationals in 2015. Good luck!

ANCCE Halter Pattern

For Sale: ERAHC has a DRESSAGE ARENA for sale. Contact
Mindy Finelli at mindyf@erahc.org for more information.
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Classified Ads
Next winter ride in warm sunshine. Train
with Salvador Fábregas at La Patrona Equestrian Club near Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
Top level Baroque and warmblood horses.
Maximum 6 guests in villa; 6 nights, 5 days
of riding twice a day. €1500 PP double;
€1700 single; non-rider rate. Contact Diana
Hunt, huntress04@gmail.com.
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2016 ERAHC Calendar - Don’t Miss Out!
ERAHC is putting together a 2016 calendar to be available at the Andalusian/Lusitano National Show in Lexington, Virginia,
this August. The glossy, spiral-bound calendar will be filled with beautiful pictures of PRE/Andalusians, PSL/Lusitanos, and
Iberian-cross horses! The calendar will be free to ERAHC members who sign up/renew for 2016 by December 31, 2015; all
others may purchase one for $15 through the club.
We are offering 12 one-month sponsorships to our members! (And 10 of these are already taken, following our initial email!)
For only $120, we will display your horse’s picture in beautiful color for calendar recipients to see on their wall for an entire
month. Sponsors can pick their month of choice (first come, first served). At the bottom of the picture we will include the
name/breed of the horse, farm, owner, etc. Sponsors also will have spaces in the leading or trailing blank date squares to
place an ad, logo, message, etc. to make a plug for your farm, stallion, training program, or other horse-related activity.
We are also offering individual date squares for $5 each. Recognize your horse’s birthday, anniversary of when you started
riding, the date you got your first horse, etc., by submitting a picture for that special day (again, first come, first served). If we
have duplicates for a date, we will contact you to select an alternate. There are plenty of these still available, but don’t wait if
you want to be sure and get your special date.
We need professional quality photos of horses, with or without riders/handlers. Acceptable graphic formats include .tif, .jpg,
.psd, and .pdf; 300 dpi resolution. If we feel that the quality of the photo is not up to par, we will contact you.

Month Sponsors: Please send your photo, plus your farm/business logo and the sponsorship information you want displayed
in the leading/trailing empty date squares (be sure to indicate the month you want to sponsor). Mail your check for $120 to
the address below.

Individual Date Squares: Please send a photo and a brief one-line message along with the date you want to sponsor. You
are welcome to sponsor multiple dates; mail your check for $5 per date to the address below.
Send all photos and information to: Mindy Finelli at mindyf@erahc.org
Mail checks (made out to ERAHC) to: Mindy Finelli, 825 County Road 579, Flemington, NJ 08822.
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Yours Sincerely,
Mindy Finelli
Calendar Committee Chair
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ERAHC

c/o Carol M. Stockton
Jorjisstar Farm
278 Eagle View Lane
Bumpass, VA 23024

